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With buying products online often being more efficient and easier for customers, e-commerce is gradually
taking over segments of classic trading. But there is still one problem that has not yet been solved: The
logistics of last mile delivery. Customer demands of a fast (within the same day), precise (at a requested
time) and yet economical delivery is still impossible for companies to comply with, not to mention delivery
vehicles congesting the city centres. Scaling with conventional delivery methods is therefore unachievable.
Pick-up stations provide an alternative, however, they are still impractical for product groups such as foods
and “same-day delivery”.
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Solution
Possible solutions are drones and delivery robots. Logistics companies
like Amazon have already performed several tests with flying drones.
Although such rather effective PR measures have shown that
technologies like these are unsuitable for last mile delivery: Most
deliveries take place in metropolitan areas. Flying drones, however,
are not yet sophisticated enough as secure autonomous flying cannot
be assured. Also they still require permits to fly, which is cost-intensive
and results in considerable red tape.
Meanwhile robots or driving robots provide a sensible alternative. They
are already capable of driving safely and autonomously and, in the
long run, could be an option for last mile deliveries. They can be used
within a 3-kilometre radius for on-time deliveries within a 30-minute
time frame. The cost per delivery would be less than a Euro. But even
the operation of autonomous robots in public spaces has still not been
approved. Also, it is questionable whether customers will accept their
goods being delivered by robots.
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Proceeding
Our customer METRO faced the challenge and commissioned us to test and
evaluate the practicability of a robot delivery solution. Research revealed that
Starship Technologies (a start-up company by the Skype founding members)
offers a robot solution for testing food and non-food products. The former
Skype team first tested their robot in Latvia, London, and the US.
The following questions came up with respect to the German market:
1)

Is the solution sophisticated enough?

2)

What is required to obtain an operating permit?

3)

Are the robots accepted by the customers they deliver to? How do
they and their neighbours react to the delivery robots?

4)

Which product categories are suitable for packaging and delivery?

5)

Are the robots secure from theft?

6)

What about the technical connection?

In practical tests we could explore all of these questions and evaluate the
results. The tests took place in cooperation with the METRO distribution
chains MediaMarkt and real. One person was in charge of accompanying the
robot, recording people‘s reactions and answering questions. This person
could also interfere, if necessary.
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Result
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The technology is actually sophisticated enough, and politicians seem to be willing to grant permits as we
quickly obtained exemptions for our tests. Nearly all users had good things to say about the solution,
although a cost-efficient solution is only possible through daily deliveries. Individual traders, however,
would have to spend a very large sum of money. Therefore we recommend an almost standard solution in
cooperation with the logistics industry.
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